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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [S] fixed point results are derived for an increasing operator 
A: [u, U] -+ [u, 01, where [u, u] is a conical segment in an ordered Banach 
space with normal order cone P. As the main results, an existence a fixed 
point of A is proved by assuming that A( [u, u]) is weakly relatively 
compact and separable. If P is also minihedral, then A is shown to have 
least and greatest fixed points. No continuity or linearity hypotheses are 
imposed on A. 
In this paper we shall show, for instance, that if [u, u] is a conical 
segment in an ordered normed space E, and if A: [u, u] + [u, u] is 
increasing and weakly relatively order compact, then A has the least and 
the greatest fixed point, provided that the order cone of E is normal or 
A( [u, u]) is separable. Moreover, these fixed points are constructed by 
countable iteration processes. 
The so obtained fixed point results are then applied to derive results on 
existence of extremal or unique solutions of the operator equation 
Ix= y+Fx, (1) 
and their dependence on the parameter 2 and on the vector y. 
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As another application we shall study solvability of the periodic 
boundary value problem (PBVP) 
-u’(f) =f(4 x(t)) for a.e. t E J = [0, T], x(0) = x(T), (2) 
where the values off are in an ordered Banach space with fully regular 
order cone. The generalized iteration method used in the proofs allows ,f to 
be discontinuous in both its arguments. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let E be an ordered normed space, i.e., a vector space equipped with a 
partial order d and a norm j(.I( in such a way that the order cone 
P = {x E E 1 0 f x) is strongly closed, i.e., closed in the norm topology of E. 
Given a nonempty subset Y of E, we say that an increasing mapping 
A: Y+ E is weakly relutioely right (resp. left) compact, if (AY,)~~~ has a 
subsequence possessing the weak limit whenever ( Y~),,~~ is increasing 
(resp. decreasing) sequence in Y. A is called weakly relatively order com- 
pact, if A is weakly relatively right and left compact. If the weak limit in 
the above definition is assumed to exist in Y, we say that A is weakly right 
compact, left compact, or order compact. For instance, A is weakly 
relatively order compact if A[ Y] is weakly relatively compact, and hence, 
if E is reflexive and A[ Y] is norm bounded. Moreover, if Y contains the 
weak closure of A[ Y], then A is weakly order compact. 
If the weak limit is replaced in the above definition by the strong one, 
we say that A is (relatively) right compact, left compact, and order com- 
pact, respectively. In particular, A: Y -+ E is relatively order compact if the 
order cone P of E is regular and A[ Y] is order bounded, or if P is fully 
regular and A [ Y] is norm bounded. Moreover, if the closure of A[ Y] is 
in Y, then A is order compact. If A is (weakly) right compact, and if 
(Y”)rzcsN is an increasing sequence in Y, then each subsequence of (AY,)~~~ 
has a subsequence possessing the (weak) limit in Y. It is easy to see that 
this limit is the supremum y of (Ay,), E N. Thus, the whole sequence 
(Ayn),,eN converges (weakly) to y in Y. 
Obviously, each of the above defined (strong) compactness properties 
imply the corresponding weak compactness. Conversely, applying the 
method used in the proof of Theorem 2.4 in [4] we obtain. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf A: Y -+ E is increasing and weakly right compact, and if 
the order cone P of E is normal, then A is right compact. 
Proof. Let (yJneN be an increasing sequence in Y. If A is weakly right 
compact, then (Ay,), E N converges weakly to its supremum y in Y. To 
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show that y is the strong limit of (Ayn)ncN, let E > 0 be given. By Mazur’s 
Theorem there is a linear combination CT= 0 cjAyj with c, 2 0, j = 0, . . . . m, 
and ~J’ZO cj = 1 such that 11x,?= o cjAyj - yj/ GE. Since Ay, ,< Ay, d y for 
j 6 m < n, then c,“= ,, cj Ayj Q Ay, < y. Hence, 
O<Y-AJ’,<J’- f cjA.,V, for each n 3 m. 
j=O 
This and the normality of P implies an existence of c > 0 such that 
NY-Ay,llQc Y- f QY, GCE 
II I J=o 
for each n > m. 
The above proof shows that (AY,,)~~~ converges strongly to y. In 
particular, A is right compact. 
By a transfinite sequence in E we mean a mapping y : A + E whose 
domain ,4 is a nonzero ordinal. We shall use also the notation (y,),, ,, for 
this sequence. 
LEMMA 2.2. If A: Y + E is increasing and right compact, and if ( yJae,, 
is an increasing transfinite sequence in Y, then (Ay,),.,, converges strongly 
to its supremum in Y. 
Proof Let (YOLK be an increasing translinite sequence in Y. If A is 
right compact, then to each n = 1,2, . . . there corresponds CI, E A so that 
IIAY,-AY,~II G; whenever a z a,. (4 
For otherwise, we can construct for some n an increasing subsequence 
(ya,)gl of (y&,, such that [lAya,+, - AyB,ll 3 l/n for each j= L2, . . . . 
whence (Ays,) diverges, which is impossible, since A is right compact. 
Moreover, we can choose a,, + , >a,, for each n, so that (Ay,J,“=, is an 
increasing sequence in A[ Y]. Thus, y = lim, _ o. Ay,+ exists in Y. From (a) 
it follows when a = a, and m --f cc that 11 y - Ay,“[[ < l/n for each n. This, 
together with (a), implies that IlAy, - y/l <2/n whenever LX 3 a,, whence 
(AY,),,A converges strongly to y. 
To show that y is the supremum of (Ay,), E ,, , let a E A be given. If a < a, 
for some n, then Ay, Q lim Ay,* = y. Otherwise, a,, <a for each n, whence 
(a) implies that Ay, = lim Ay,” = y. Thus, Ay, < y for each a E A. If z is an 
upper bound of (AyaLcn, then y = lim Ay,” d z, so that y is the supremum 
of (Ay,).en. 
We say that a transfinite sequence (y,),, ,, converges weakly to y E E, if 
(TylxLen converges to Ty for each TEE*. 
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LEMMA 2.3. If A: Y -+ E is increasing and weakly right compact and if 
A [ Y] is separable then for each increasing transfinite sequence (y,)= E n in Y 
the sequence (Ay,), E ,, converges weakly to its supremum in Y. 
Proof. Let (Yale be an increasing translinite sequence in Y. If A[ Y] 
is separable, then also Ay[A] is, whence it contains a countable dense sub- 
set Mhk. Denoting c(, = max{pk 1 0 <k < n ), we obtain an increasing 
ordinary subsequence (AymJntN of (AY%)~~,, . If A is weakly right compact, 
then (AYJ,, N has the weak limit y in Y. 
To show that y is a least upper bound of (Ay,),,,,, , let M E A be given. 
Since ~~~~~~~~~ is a dense subset of Ay [A], it has a subsequence 
(AY@~,},~~ which converges strongly to Ay,. To each jo N we have Ay,), < 
Ay,, d y, so that Ay, 6 y. Thus, y is an upper bound of (Ay,),, A. If A is 
any ‘upper bound of (Ay,),, ,,, then Ay,* <z for each n E N. This implies 
that y G z, whence y is the least upper bound of (Ay,), E ,, 
To show that (Ay,),,,, converges weakly to y, make a counter- 
hypothesis: there is TEE* such that ( TAY,),,,~ does not converge to TV. 
Then there is E > 0 and an increasing cofmal subsequence (x;);, r= 
(AY, 1;. s r of (AY,), E n such that 
lTx,- Tyl a-2 for each E, E I-. (a) 
The above proof implies on the other hand that (.xJ~,~ has an ordinary 
subsequence which converges weakly to the supremum of (xJiE r, which is 
y by the colinality of (x~,)~,~ ,-. But this contradicts (a), and thus (Ay,),, ,, 
converges weakly to y. 
Remarks 2.1. The results dual to those of Lemmas 2.1-2.3 hold for left 
compact and weakly left compact operators. All these results have 
analogous counterparts for (weakly) relatively right (resp. left) compact 
mappings A: Y -+ E. 
3. FIXED POINT RESULTS FOR INCREASING MAPPINGS 
Let Y be a nonempty subset of an ordered normed space E. In this 
section we shall derive conditions which ensure that an increasing mapping 
A: Y -+ Y has fixed points. 
It can be shown (cf. [2]) that to each u E Y there corresponds the longest 
transfinite sequence (u,),,~ in Y which satisfies 
ZAg=Z4, and if 0 < c1 E /i, then U, = sups ca Au, and U, < Au,, 
where x < y means that x < y and x # y. If we map this sequence by A, we 
obtain a strictly increasing transfinite sequence ((Au,),, ,, , called an 
increasing sequence of A-iterations of u. 
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The proofs of the following fixed point results are based on the results 
of Section 2 and the following lemma (cf. [2, Theorem 2.21). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A : Y--f Y be increasing. If there is u E Y such that 
u < Au, and that the increasing sequence of A-iterations of u has the 
supremum x.+ in Y, then x* is the least fixed point of A in (x~ Y ( u -<x} 
and 
x,=min(yEYIu~<andAy~y). (3.1) 
As an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.2 and 3.1 we obtain: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let A : Y-P Y be increasing and right compact. Zf 
A [ Y] has a lower bound u in Y, then the increasing sequence of A-iterations 
of u converges strongly to the least fixed point x, and (3.1) holds. 
Lemmas 2.3 and 3.1 imply in turn 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let A : Y + Y be increasing and weakly right compact. 
Zf A[ Y] is separable and has a lower bound u in Y, then the increasing 
sequence of A-iterations of u converges weakly to the least flxedpoint x* and 
(3.1) holds. 
Dual results hold for an existence of the greatest fixed point of A. Since 
any nonempty conical section [u, v] = {x E E 1 u < x 6 v} in an ordered 
normed space E is order bounded, convex, and strongly closed, and hence 
also weakly closed, and has the least and the greatest element, then 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 and their duals imply: 
THEOREM 3.1. An increasing operator A: [u, v] + [u, v], which is either 
weakly relatively order compact with separable range or relatively order com- 
pact, has the least fixed point x* and the greatest fixed point x*. Moreover, 
x,=min{yE [u, VI 1 Ay< y} and x*=max(y~ [u, v] ) y<Ay}. 
(3.2) 
Remark 3.1. From the proofs of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 it follows that if 
(A~nLen is strictly increasing, it has an ordinary colinal subsequence, 
whence the length A of (AY~)~~,, must be a countable ordinal. In par- 
ticular, the increasing sequence (Au,), E ,, of A-iterations of u has countable 
length, if A satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1 or 3.2 or 
Theorem 3.1. Thus, the fixed point x, is obtained in all these cases by a 
countable iteration procedure. The same holds also for the greatest fixed 
point x* of A in Theorem 3.1. 
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4. APPLICATIONS TO AN OPERATOR EQUATION IN ORDERED NORMED SPACES 
In this section we shall consider the solvability of the equation 
Ax = y + Fx, (1) 
in ordered normed spaces. We say that u is a lower solution of (I), if 
i-u d y + Fu. If y + Fu d E,u, we say that II is an upper solution of ( 1). 
4.1. Existence of Extremal Solutions of ( 1). Let E be an ordered 
normed space, P its order cone, Y a nonempty subset of E, and F: Y--f E. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume that (1) has for given i. > 0 and y E E a lower solu- 
tion u and an upper solution v such that u <v, and that [u, u] c Y. If F is 
on [u, v] increasing and either weakly relatively order compact with 
separable range or relatively order compact, then Eq. (1) has both the least 
solution x* and the greatest solution x* in [u, v]. Moreover, x, is the least 
upper solution and x* the greatest lower solution qf (1) in [u, v]. 
Proof The hypotheses imply that the equation 
Al=y+Fx 
1, (4.1 1 
defines an increasing operator A : [u, u] --) [u, v], which satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, whence A has the least fixed point x, and 
the greatest fixed point x *. These fixed points are the asserted extremal 
solutions of (1) on [a, b], since 
/Z(Ax-x)=y+Fx-i>x for each XE [u, v]. (a) 
If x is an upper solution of (1) in [u, v], it follows from (a) that Ax < x. 
This implies by (3.2) that x* d x. Dually, x* is by (3.2) the greatest of all 
XE [u, u] for which x d Ax. This means by (a) that x* is the greatest lower 
solution of (1) in [u, v]. 
To derive sufficient conditions for an existence of lower and upper solu- 
tions of Eq. (1 ), denote by L(E) the set of all bounded and linear mappings 
T: E -+ E, and by p(T) the spectral radius of TE L(E). We say that 
TE L(E) is positive, if T[P] c P. If E is a Banach lattice (cf. [ 71) we 
obtain, by denoting 1x1 = sup{x, -x} for x E E, the following existence 
result for extremal solutions of (1). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let E be a Banach lattice with order cone P, let 
F: E -+ E be increasing, and assume there exist w E P and a positive L E L(E) 
such that 
1 FxI < w + LJx] for each x E E. (4.2) 
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If F is on each order bounded subset of E either weakly relatively order com- 
pact with separable range or relatively order compact, then Eq. ( 1) has for 
each y E E and for each 2 B p(L) the least solution and the greatest solution. 
Proof (a) Let y E E and R > p(L) be given. Since p(L/n) < 1, then the 
equation 
Izx=(y(+w+Lx (4 
has a unique solution v E P. Applying (4.2) it is easy to show that -a is a 
lower solution and v is an upper solution of Eq. (1). Thus, (1) has by 
Lemma 4.1 the least solution x* and the greatest solution x* in [ -0, v]. 
If x is any solution of (1), then 1x1 is by (4.2) a lower solution of (a) in 
P, whence the Abstract Cronwall Lemma (cf. [S, Proposition 7.151) 
implies that 1x1 <v. Thus, all the solutions of (1) belong to C-v, v], 
whence x* and x* are the least and the greatest solutions of (1) on the 
whole E. 
4.2. On Positive Solutions of Eq. (1). Let E be an ordered normed space 
with order cone P. In this section we are interested in positive solutions of 
Eq. (I), i.e., the solutions in P. 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume that F: P + P is increasing and is on each order 
bounded subset of P either weakly relatively order compact with separable 
range or relatively order compact. Then Eq. (1) has for given y E P either no 
solutions for any R > 0, or there is &a 0 such that (1) has for each R > 1, 
the least solution, which is also the least upper solution of (I), but no 
solution, if 0 d A < I,. 
Proof Let y E P be given. Then Eq. (1) has either no upper solutions, 
and hence no solutions for any A 2 0, or the equation 
&=inf{/2>0) y+Fx<Ix for some xeP} (4.3) 
defines a nonnegative constant &. If I > I,, then Eq. (1) has an upper 
solution v. Since y + FO E P, then 0 is a lower solution of (1). Noting also 
that F is increasing, it follows from Lemma 4.1 that Eq. (1) has the least 
solution x* in [O, v]. Applying Lemma 3.1 to the mapping A: P--f P 
defined by (4.1) and to u = 0, it is easy to show that x.+ is the least upper 
solution, and hence also the least solution of (1) in the whole P. Finally, 
if 0 <R < &, it follows from the definition (4.3) of 1, that Eq. (1) has no 
upper solution, and hence no solution. 
As a consequence of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we obtain the following 
existence results for extremal solutions of Eq. ( 1). 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let F: P -+ P be increasing, and assume there exist M’ E P 
and a positive LE L(E) such that 
Fx<w+Lx for each x E P. (4.4) 
If F is on each order bounded subset of P either weakly relatively order 
compact with separable range or relatively order compact, then Eq. (1) has 
for each y E P and for each ,I > p(L) the least solution x, and the greatest 
solution x*. Moreover, x* is the least upper solution and x* is the greatest 
lower solution of (1). 
Proof: Let y E P and ,I > p(L) be given, and let u be the unique solution 
of 
ix = y + w + Lx. (a) 
Applying (4.4) it is easy to see that u is an upper solution of (1). Thus, (1) 
has by Lemma 4.1 the least solution x* and the greatest solution x* in 
[0, u]. The proof of Lemma 4.2 implies that .x* is the least upper solution, 
and hence the least solution of (1) in the whole P. 
If x is any lower solution of (1) in P, then x is by (4.4) also a lower solu- 
tion of (a) in P, whence the Abstract Cronwall Lemma implies that x < u. 
Thus, all lower solutions of (1) in P belong to [0, u], whence x* is by 
Lemma 4.1 the greatest lower solution, and hence also the greatest solution 
of (1) in the whole P. 
In view of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 we obtain. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that F: P -+ P is increasing. If y E P and ,J > j.( y ), 
where 
i(y)=fnin(“y@)), where cp(r) = sup{ \IFx(( I x E P and /(x(( <r}, 
(4.5) 
then Eq. (1) has the least solution, which is also the least upper solution qf 
(1 ), if F is on each norm bounded subset of P either weakly relatively right 
compact with separable range or relatively order compact. 
Proof: Given yo P and I> n(y), there 
I/ yl( + cp(r) d dr. Denoting Y = {x E P 1 /(x(( < r}, it 
equation 
Ax,y+Fx 
i 
is r>O such that 
is easy to see that the 
(4.1) 
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defines an increasing mapping A: Y -+ Y. Moreover Y is closed, bounded, 
and convex, and 0 is the least element of Y. Then Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 
imply that A has the least fixed point x*. The reasoning used in the proof 
of Lemma 4.1 shows that x* is the least solution and the least upper 
solution of Eq. (1). 
Remark 4.1. If in Theorem 4.1 the (weak) relative order compactness of 
F is replaced by the (weak) relative right (resp. left) compactness, we 
obtain an existence of the least (resp. greatest) solution of (1). 
A necessary and sufficient condition for n(y) given by (4.5) to be finite 
is that the set { (IFx(l 1 XE P and /1x(/ dr} is bounded for some r > 0. For 
instance, if 
IlFxlI d P + qllxlls, x E P, (4.6) 
for somep, q,sER+, thenforeachyEKi(y)=O,ifO<s<l.Ifs=l,then 
R(y)<q, and ifs> 1 then A(y)Qsq”“((Jlyll +p)/(s- l))Cs-l)/s. 
If P is normal, then (4.4) implies (4.6) with s = 1, but (4.6) does not 
imply (4.4). 
4.3. Dependence on Initial Values and on Parameters. Uniqueness. As an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 we obtain 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 hold, then Eq. (1) has 
for ally E P and A> p(L) the least solution x*( y, A) and the greatest solution 
x*( y, A). Moreover, they are strictly increasing functions of y and decreasing 
functions of 1. 
Proof. Let y, j E P, y < j, and p(L) < X 6 A be given. From Theorem 4.1 
it follows that the least solutions x.+ =x*( y, A) and X* = x,(j, A) exist. 
Since 
then Z* is an upper solution of (1). But X* is by Theorem 4.1 the least 
upper solution of (1 ), whence x* < X*. This implies that the least solution 
of (1) in P is an increasing function of y and a decreasing function of A. If 
y <y and A= 1, then X* #X*, whence x* -C X*. Thus, X* is a strictly 
increasing function of y. The corresponding properties of the greatest 
solution of (1) are proved similarly. 
The result of Theorem 4.2 implies 
PROPOSITION 4.3. If the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 hold, then Eq. (1) has 
for all (y, A) E P x (n(y), co ), where A(y) is defined by (4.5), the least solu- 
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tion x*(y, 1) which is a strictly increasing function qf y and a decreasing 
,function of 2. 
Let P be an order cone of an ordered normed space. Given u0 E P, 
denote by Pu’, the set of those z E P for which cr(z)uO <Z < /?(z)uO for some 
positive numbers N(Z) and p(z). According to [6] we say that a mapping 
F: P -+ P is concaoe, if there is a nonzero u0 E P such that F[P - {0}] c 
P,fi,, and F(tx) >, tFx for all x E P,: and t E (0, 1). 
LEMMA 4.3 (cf. [6, Theorem 6.11). Assume that F: P -+ P is increasing 
and concave. [f y, j E PU:, i, I> 0, 1.x= y + Fx, and 1% = j + F.?, then 
y<j and ,I<;1 imply thut xd.?. (4.7 1 
Moreover, if y < j or X-C jU, then x < X. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Assume that F: P -+ P is increasing and concave. If 
y E PU:, and i. > 0, then Eq. (1) has at most one solution. If F is on [0, uO] 
either weakly relatively right compact with separable range or relatively 
order compact, this unique solution exists for each 1: 3 b(y) + ~(Fu,,), where 
/?(z)=min{tER ( zdtuO}. 
Proof. The uniqueness part is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.3. The 
existence part follows from Lemma 4.1, since 0 is a lower solution of ( 1 ) 
and u0 is its upper solution, if I> b(y) + ~(Fu,). 
Applying the results of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 we obtain: 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that F: P + P is increasing and concave, and thut 
(4.4) holds for some w E P and a positive L E L(E). If F is on each order 
bounded (resp. norm bounded) subset of P either weakly relatively right com- 
pact with separable range or relatively order compact, then Eq. (1) has Jar 
each y E P,,’ and for each 2. > p(L) a unique solution x = .u( y, j,), which is 
strictly increasing with respect to y and strictly decreasing with respect to i.. 
5. ON CHARACTERISTIC VECTORS AND VALUES OF AN INCREASING OPERATOR 
In this section we shall consider Eq. (1) in the special cases when )’ = 0. 
Let Y be a nonempty subset of a normed space E. A nonzero vector 
x E Y is called a characteristic vector of a mapping F: Y -+ E, if 
Fx=ix (5.1) 
for some real number i, called a characteristic value of F. Denote by sp(F) 
the set of all characteristic values of F. 
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In the following we shall assume that E is ordered and that P is its order 
cone. Choosing y = 0 in Lemma 4.2 we obtain: 
LEMMA 5.1. Assume that F: P -+ P is increasing, satisfies FO # 0, and is 
on each order bounded subset of P either weakly relatively order compact 
with separable range or relatively order compact. Then q(F) is either empty 
or [,I,, co) or (&, co), where 
&=inf(tER[ FxGtxforsomexEPj. (5.2) 
Moreover, to each ;1 E sp(F) there corresponds the least characteristic vector 
x* =x,(J), which is a strictly decreasing function of A in sp(F). 
Proof The assertions on sp(F) and the existence of the least charac- 
teristic vector X* =x,(n) for each II E sp(F) are direct consequences of 
Lemma4.2. If n,X~sp(F), 1~1, and X*=x*(x), then 
Hence, X* is an upper solution of (5.1). But x* is by Lemma 4.2 the least 
upper solution of (5.1), whence x* < X*. Equality cannot hold, since X < A, 
so that x* =x,(A), is a strictly decreasing function of J in sp(F). 
The results of the Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 imply 
THEOREM 5.1. Zf F: P -+ P satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 and tf 
FO #O, then to each 2 > p(L) there corresponds the least and the greatest 
characteristic vectors of F, which are strictly decreasing functions of 1. 
Applying results of Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.3 we obtain 
THEOREM 5.2. If F: P -+ P satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 and if 
FO # 0, then to each i > n(O) = infi,,(l/r) sup{ JJFxll 1 x E P, /[xl/ <r} there 
corresponds the least characteristic vector of F, which is a strictly decreasing 
function of A. 
If u,, is a nonzero vector of P, we say (cf. [6]) that F: P-+ P is 
u,,-concave, if F[ P - { 0 > ] c Pl=, , and if to each (x, t) E PU: x (0, 1) there 
corresponds q = ~(x, t) > 0 such that F(tx) 2 t( I+ q) Fx. 
Applying u,-concavity we obtain the following uniqueness result. 
LEMMA 5.2 [6, Theorem 6.31. Let F: P + P be increasing and 
u,-concave mapping such that FO #O. Zf sp(F) is nonempty, then to each 
I E sp(F) there corresponds exactly one characteristic vector x(n) of F, and 
x(1) is a strictly decreasing function of 2. 
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The u,-concavity allows us also to characterize the set sp(F) more 
precisely than in Lemma 5.1. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let F: P -+ P be increasing and uO-concave mapping 
such that FO # 0. If F is on each order bounded subset oy P either weakly 
relatively order compact with separable range or relatively order compact, 
then sp(F) = (&, co), where I& g iven by (5.2) satisfies 0 < &, < /?(Fu,,) = 
min{tER / FuO<ttuO}. 
Proof: Since 0 < FO and FM,, < ~(FuO)uo, it follows from Lemma 5.1 
that &<fl(Fu,) and that sp(F) is either [A,,, co) or (&, KI). The proof of 
Lemma 6.1 in [6] can be used to show that 1, is not a characteristic value 
of F. 
6. AN APPLICATION TO A PERIODIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
The result of Proposition 3.1 will now be applied to generalize some 
results derived in [l] for the periodic boundary value problem (PBVP) 
x’(t) =f(t, x(t)) for a.e. tEJ= [0, T], x(0)=x(T), (2) 
wheref is a real-valued function involving discontinuities, to the case when 
the values off are in an ordered Banach space with fully regular order 
cone. 
We are interested only in absolutely continuous solutions of the PBVP 
(2). First we shall convert (1) into an operator equation. 
LEMMA 6.1. Zf X is a Banach space, g: J x X-+ X, h E L’(J, R +) with 
fl h(s) ds > 0, and 
f(t, z) = e-Ibh(s)ds g(t,ejbh(‘)dSz)-h(t)z, t E J, z E E, (6.1) 
then x: J-+ X is a solution of the PBVP (2) if and only if the equation 
y(t) = eJbh(s)dSx(t), t E J, (6.2) 
defines fixed point of the operator A defmed by 
Ay(t)= (elih(s)ds- I)-' j-' gb, Y(S)) ds + j-' ids, Y(S)) & t G J. (6.3) 
0 0 
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Proof. By direct calculations it can be shown that x is a solution of (2) 
if and only if y, given by (6.2), is an absolutely continuous solution of the 
boundary value problem 
y’(t) = g(t, y(t)) for a.e. t E J, y(T) = eJrh(s) dsy(o), 
whose solutions can be easily shown to be the same as the fixed points 
of A. 
Assume now that X is an ordered Banach space with fully regular order 
cone K; i.e., all norm bounded increasing sequences of K are strongly 
convergent. Denote 
E = {x: J+ X ) x is absolutely continuous and a.e. differentiable}. 
E is an ordered normed space with respect to the supremum norm and the 
partial ordering defined by u < u iff u(t) < u(t) for each t E J. Denote also 
Y = ( y E E ) y is increasing and y(O) E K}. 
Given a negligible subset 2 of J, we shall impose the following hypotheses 
on a function g: Jx K-r K. 
(gl) There is WEL’(J,R+) such that Ilg(t,z)ll<<(t) for all tEJ\Z 
and ZE K, 
(g2) g( ., z) is right continuous or left continuous in J\Z for each 
z E K, 
(g3) g(t, . ) is increasing in K for each t E s\Z. 
The proof of our main result in this section will be based on Lemma 6.1 
and 
LEMMA 6.2. Ij-g:Jx K+ K satisfies (gl)-(g3), and hc L’(J, R,) is not 
a.e. vanishing, then Eq. (6.3) defines an increasing and right compact operator 
A:Y+Y. 
Proof. Conditions (gl)-(g3) ensure (cf. the proof of Lemma 2.3 in [3]) 
that Ay is defined on J for each YE Y. From the definition (6.3) of A it 
follows also that Ay belongs to Y. Condition (g3) implies moreover that A 
is increasing on Y. Using (6.3) and (gl) it is easy to show that 
IIAy(t)ll < (ejlh(s)dS- l)-’ j T w(s) ds + 1; w(s) a$ t E J. (4 
0 
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To show that A is right compact, let (Y,,)“~~ be an increasing sequence in 
Y. Since (MY&)),,, is a norm bounded and increasing sequence in K for 
all f EJ, then 
y(t) = lim Ay,( t) 
“-rm 
(b) 
exists and belongs to K for each t E J. 
The fully regular order cone K of E is also normal (cf. [6]). This, the 
monotonicity of g(t, .) and (6.3) can be used to show an existence of c > 0 
such that 
IlAY, - Ay,(l)ll < c((Ay,(T) - Ay,( ?“)I( for all m, n E N and t E J. 
This implies, as m  + cc that 
IlAy, -Y(f)11 G cll~.Yn(~)-y(T)Il for all HEN and t EJ. 
Thus, (A~n),rcrq converges uniformly on J to y. Next we shall show that y 
is absolutely continuous and a.e. differentiable. From the definition (6.3) of 
A it follows that 
(Ay,)‘(t) = A4 v,(t)) for all n E N and for a.e. t E J. 
The sequence (s(c ~,(t))),,,~ is increasing and norm bounded and belongs 
to K for a.e. t E J. Since K is fully regular, then 
z(t)= lim s(4 y,(t)) 
n-cc 
exists for a.e. t E J. Moreover, in view of the hypothesis (gl ) 
lldc Y,(t)11 6 w(t) for all n E N and for a.e. t E J. 
This implies by the dominated convergence theorem that z is Bochner- 
integrable and 
s I- II gb, Y,(S) - z(s)ll A -+ 0 as n-03. 0 
In particular, 
J-i gh Y,(S)) ds -+ 5,: 4s) ds for all f E J, 
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which together with (6.3) implies that 
y(t) = lim Ay,J t) = (.&‘@) ds - 1) - ’ JOT z(s) ds + j-i z(s) ds, t E J. 
n-+0x 
Thus, y is absolutely continuous and a.e. differentiable on J, whence y 
belongs to E. 
Since each Ay, is increasing on J, then 
AY”(l) - AY,(S) E K whenever HEN and O<s<tgT. 
Since K is closed, this implies, as n -+ co, that y(t) - y(s) EK for 
O<s< t < T; i.e., y is increasing on J. Obviously, y(O) E K, so that y 
belongs to Y. Thus, A is right compact. 
THEOREM 6.1. ~‘f g : J x K + K satisfies (gl )-(g3), and if f is defined by 
(6.1) where ~EL’(J,R+) with Jrh(s)ds>O, then the PBVP (2) has the 
least solution. 
Proof: By Lemma 6.2, Eq. (6.3) defines an increasing and right compact 
operator A : Y + Y. Moreover, u(t) = 0 is a lower bound of A[ Y] in Y, 
whence A has by Proposition 3.1 the least fixed point y* . From Lemma 6.1 
it follows that the function x*: J + X defined by 
x*(t) =e-lhh(S)dsy*(t), t E J, (6.4) 
is a solution of the PBVP (2). If x is a solution of (2) and if y is given by 
(6.2), then y is by Lemma 6.1 a fixed point of A. Since y* is the least fixed 
point of A in Y, and since each fixed point of A obviously belongs to Y 
then y, < y. This, (6.2), and (6.4) imply that x* d x. Thus, x* is the least 
solution of the PBVP (2). 
Proposition 3.1 implies that the least fixed point y, of A, given by (6.3) 
is obtained as the uniform limit of the increasing sequence (Au,),~~ of 
A-iterations of the zero-function U. Note also that no continuity hypotheses 
are imposed on g(t, .). But if g(t, .) is right continuous in E for a.e. t E J, 
then the length of (u,),,, is finite or o. In other words, this sequence is 
reduced to an ordinary iteration sequence (A”u)~~ N. In particular, we 
have. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. If (g2) is replaced in Theorem 6.1 by the Carathtodory 
condition, g( ., z) is strongly measurable for each z E E and g(t, .) continuous 
for a.e. t E J, then the sequence (x~),!=~ of functions 
x,(t) = e-~~hcS)dsyn(t), teJ, nEN, 
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where ( y,,)z= O is the sequence of the successioe approximations 
y,+,(t)= (elih(s)dy o -11~’ jk l.n(W~+/‘g(s. y,(s))4 tEJ, nEN, 
0 
converges on J uniformly to the Ieasr solution of the PVBP (2), if ye(t) = 0. 
The full regularity of the order cone K of X is essentially used in the 
proof of Lemma 6.2. This holds if, for instance, X is finite-dimensional, or 
X is a real Hilbert space, and (x 1 y) > 0 for all x, y E K, or X is reflexive 
and K is normal. In particular, the nonnegative elements form a regular 
order cone in the Lp-spaces of real-valued functions, defined on any 
measured space Q, if 1 < p < co. More generally, if K is a fully regular 
order cone in X, then the cone LP(Q, K) of a.e. K-valued functions of 
LP(R, X) is fully regular in Lp(Q, X). The nonnegative sequences form a 
fully regular order cone in /P-spaces with 1 < p < CC. 
The generalized iteration method used above applies also to second 
order boundary value problems and to first order initial value problems 
involving discontinuities (cf. [ 2, 31). 
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